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ABSTRACT 

The Fimte-Difference Time-Domain method has become one of the methods of 

choice for modeling electromagnetic interactions with biological structures. Finite-

Difference Time-Domain codes can model complex geometrical structures; they can 

easily incorporate dispersion, non-linearities, and other complex phenomena; and they 

can provide information about transients and pulses which can, combined with Fast 

Fourier Transforms and other simple techniques, provide valuable spectral information. 

This thesis applied Finite-Difference Time-Domain methods to several 

bioelectromagnetic situations. A human head, modeled as two-dimensional layered 

dielectric cylinders, is heated using TE and TM polarizations. Magnetic shielding is 

demonstrated through the introduction of magnetic properties into the Finite-Difference 

Time-Domain codes. Dielectric and magnetic properties are combined to examine the 

resonances that can occur when electromagnetic fields scatter off magnetic particles 

embedded within biological cells. Finally, dispersion methods are suggested for 

modelling the physical properties of magnetite, a naturally occurring magnetic material 

found in many living systems. 



1. Introduction 

Kane Yee introduced the Finite Difference - Time Domain (FD-TD) method in 

1966 [1]. Using Yee's original scheme, time and space are discretized into imiformly 

sized pieces. Using a leapfrogging scheme, the electric and magnetic fields are advanced 

sequentially in time; i.e., the discrete-time and discrete-space equivalent forms of 

Maxwell's equations are constructed in such a manner that as time progresses, the E-

fields are updated everywhere, followed by the ^-fields. This construction is very easily 

implemented on modem computers; the array nature of the fields also lends itself to 

parallel processing techniques. The simplicity and power of this technique were not 

realized for many years, however, because of limitations of the original method and the 

inadequacy of computers existing at the time. 

While Yee's scheme was very powerful, it was not without many limitations. The 

original "Yee-cell" and resulting equations proposed to discretize the E and H fields 

provided equations that were simple to implement in Cartesian coordinates and achieved 

second order accuracy in both space and time. However, this scheme could only 

accommodate a stair-case approximation when modeling curved or irregular geometries. 

This stair-case approximation led to discretization errors for those simulations. Because 

no absorbing boundary conditions (ABC) existed at that time, there was no way to 

truncate infinite or semi-infinite space. Consequently, free space scattering and other 

situations requiring infinite or semi-infinite space could not be modeled. The original 

proposition called for isotropic media in a closed region, and the original simulations 



presented used linear media exclusively. These limitations restricted the use of FD-TD 

methods to such a small class of problems that few people used the methods for several 

years. 

In the many years that have passed since Yee's introduction, many improvements 

have been made in the FD-TD method to make it a very accurate and useful tool for 

investigating the transmission through and scattering from nimierous types of media. The 

errors introduced by the stair-casing intrinsic to the original Yee-cell have been 

significantly reduced through alternative meshing schemes, including: utilizing different 

increments for the spatial variation along the different axes [2,3]; using non-Cartesian 

coordinate systems [4,5]; and dividing smaller regions of the problem space into 

subdomains with finer discretizations than the rest of the simulation space [6,7,8,9]. 

Advances in ABC development have allowed the truncation of infinite space by a finite 

boundary with numerical reflections on the order -80dB and better [10,11,12]. 

Introduction of dispersive and other non-linear media have allowed the modeling of 

increasingly complex systems [13,14]. These and other advances too numerable to 

mention have contributed to the acceptance of FD-TD methods as viable solution tools. 

Good introductory texts have been written by Kunz and Luebbers [15] and Taflove [16]; 

a good survey of FD-TD literature, current through early - mid 1995, has been compiled 

by Shlager [17]. The latter reference also points to an on-line database [18] that is 

updated as new publications arrive. 

As the FD-TD method has improved, the biological and medical communities have 
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gradually adopted FD-TD methods to investigate phenomena including hyperthermia, the 

destruction of cancer cells by increasing their temperature using electromagnetic energy 

[19,20,21]; applicator and development for microwave medical equipment [22,23]; 

ultrasoimd propagation in breast tissue, for purposes of detecting cancer [24]; and 

radiation dosimetry, in which the specific absorption rate and other tissue parameters are 

used to determine the electromagnetic energy absorption from power lines, cellular 

telephones, etc. [25]. The remainder of this thesis examines several biological 

applications of FD-TD techniques. 

To our knowledge, this thesis is among the first work to examine magnetic 

materials in biological situations. No work to date using FD-TD techniques in biological 

applications has examined the range of applications included here. This thesis 

investigates the use of FD-TD techniques in a wide spectrum of biological applications, 

from the macroscopic regime to the microscopic. The results of simulations excited by 

TE polarized waves are compared, side by side, to the results when the same simulations 

are excited by TM polarized waves. Simulations exploiting the dielectric properties of 

biological materials are coupled with investigations of how materials with magnetic 

properties can be utilized. The linear models used in the macroscopic regime are 

complemented by non-linear models used in simulations on the microscopic scale. In 

short, this work provides a thorough examination of the applicability and limitations of 

FD-TD methods in several biological applications. 

Chapter 2 investigates the heating patterns that arise when a two-dimensional 



model of the human head is excited with microwave radiation. We were particularly 

interested in the contrast between the heating patterns resulting from TE polarized waves 

versus those resulting from TM polarized waves. The head, modeled as a set concentric 

cylinders with varying dielectric properties, was excited by several filamentary sources in 

an attempt to focus the energy in a specific region. TE polarization allowed a much 

greater depth of penetration, but the microwave power is spread over a greater area. In 

contrast to the TE case, TM polarization incurred much loss in the initial layer of skin; 

the TM microwave energy that did penetrate this skin layer, however, was tightly focused 

in the target region. Through this investigation, a nuance in the construction of the 

cylinders using two-dimensional Yee-cells revealed itself. This construction issue is 

explored in Appendix A. 

Chapter 3 introduces magnetic parameters into the FD-TD models to investigate 

magnetic shielding. Magnetic shielding is the dual case to dielectric shielding, a 

phenomenon that has been studied in great detail and reported previously by many others, 

including Jackson [26]. As a validation of the FD-TD model of magnetic materials, the 

exact analytical solution of the scattering by a magnetic cylinder in the presence of a line 

source is calculated. The results are then compared to the results of an FD-TD code; the 

resulting patterns are nearly identical. The FD-TD models are then applied to investigate 

scattering of energy from a magnetic shell containing and surrounded by free space. 

When the magnetic shell is present, the magnetic field preferentially flows through the 

shell rather than through the interior of the boimded region. What energy penetrates the 



shell is nearly imifonnly distributed, in agreement with studies of the shielding of 

dielectric spheres in uniform electric fields. When the permeability, thickness, and loss 

of the shell are varied, the degree of shielding varies. The general behavior, however, is 

consistent. 

Chapter 4 combines the dielectric and magnetic properties of the codes developed 

for the applications discussed in chapters 2 and 3 to investigate the resonances that can be 

present when cells from biological tissue are impregnated by a magnetic material such as 

magnetite, a naturally occurring ferromagnetic material found in an increasing number of 

living systems. Simulations show that most losses occur in the regions with magnetic 

material, while most of the energy penetrates the dielectric materials of the tissues rather 

easily. When multiple regions of magnetic material exist, resonances can occur between 

the regions. These resonances enhance the concentration of the magnetic field in the 

neighborhoods of the magnetic cylinders. The resonances can be tracked as the distance 

between the magnetic regions increases and, correspondingly, the frequency of incident 

radiation decreases. 
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2. Focusing Microwave Energy in a 2-D Model of the Human Head: TE versus 

TM Polarization 

A common application of FD-TD methods in medicine is the investigation of 

heating caused by electromagnetic fields. FD-TD methods have been used to investigate 

both unintentional heating of tissues by electric and electronic devices, and intentional 

heating of tissues in hyperthermia applications. In this chapter we compare the energy 

distribution patterns established when a two-dimensional model of a himian head was 

irradiated using filamentary sources arranged in TE and TM configurations. The 

dielectric layers we used in this model were affected differently by the two polarization 

types. The TE polarization produced a greater depth of penetration of microwave energy 

than did the TM polarization, but the microwave power was spread over a greater area. 

TM polarized microwave energy incurred much loss in the initial skin layers, but 

produced a much tighter focusing of the power in the target region. Our findings are 

explored and presented in the following sections. 

2.1. Description of Simulations 

The goal of these simulations was to heat a specified region in a simplified, but 

representative model of a human head. The simulations whose results we present below 

investigate how to focus microwave energy in a model head that has no tumors. The end 

goal of this series of simulations would be to define a strategy of how to focus the 

microwave energy in a region containing a tumor, using the heat to destroy the tumor 

tissue. While any region could have been selected as the target, these simulations attempt 



to focus the microwave energy in gray matter. 

Several sets of simulations are presented in this chapter. In Section 2.3, we 

examine the heating patterns established in simulations of the scattering of continuous-

wave (CW) TE polarized microwave energy, produced by a full array of filamentary 

soiirces, incident on a head modeled as a set of concentric homogeneous dielectric 

cylinders with uniformly distributed electric parameters. In Section 2.4 we examine the 

results when the same simulations are performed using TM polarized microwave energy. 

In Section 2.5, we take a closer look at the scattering processes involved in Section 2.3 by 

tracing the propagation through the head model of a short pulse of TE polarized 

microwave energy generated by a single filamentary source rather than the CW excitation 

used in the Sections 2.3 and 2.4. Section 2.6 repeats the simulations of Section 2.5 when 

all of the filamentary sources in the array are excited rather than just the one source used 

in Section 2.5. Finally, in Section 2.7, we compare and discuss the results of Sections 

2.3 - 2.6. The geometry and excitation signals are presented in the following section. 

2.2. Simulation Geometry and Excitation 

The parameters of the head, modeled as a set of concentric dielectric cylinders, are 

described in Table 2-1. Descriptions of the materials and references we used to determine 

the material parameters precede Table 2-1. We excited the model of the head by a ring of 

filamentary sources placed in a concentric arc around the head; the line elements in this 

array were spaced every ten degrees in a 240 degree arc centered about the z-axis of the 

cylinders, symmetrically distributed about x-axis as shown in the overhead view of 



Figiire 2.1. In this figure, the dark outer boundary represents the bolus region of the 

simulation space. The cylinders of alternating color extending from the center of the 

space represent the different layers of the model of the head. The locations of the 

filamentary sources are marked with dots. The nimibers in this figure correspond to the 

labels specified in the first coliimn of Table 2-1. 

The head and sources were surrounded by a PEC bolus filled with deionized, 

distilled water with very low loss. We incorporated the bolus and water into the model 

because we anticipated high levels of heating in the skin. We expected large microwave 

energy localization to be created by the nearby sources; these expectations were later 

confirmed. If such an apparatus were actually built, the water would provide cooling to 

the skin to prevent bums fi:om the microwave energy localization. The bolus would 

perform the obvious task of holding the cooling water, and also provide necessary 

isolation between the head and the outside world. 

The parameters used for the cerebrospinal fluid (CSF), white matter, gray matter, 

and subarachnoid cerebrospinal fluid (SA-CSF) were taken firom Stuchly et. al. [28]. The 

SA-CSF region was assigned the parameters of skeletal muscle, as was the CSF region, 

which was intended to model ventricular CSF. The parameters for the skin, fat, and bone 

regions were taken firom values reported by Johnson [29]. 
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Region Thickness [cm] Outer Radius [cm] EREL a [S/m] 
CSF (1) 2.0 2.0 58.0000 1.37675 
White Matter (2) 2.5 4.5 38.2875 0.95175 
Gray Matter (3) 2.8 7.3 49.0000 0.9660 
SA-CSF (4) 0.2 7.5 58.0000 1.37675 
Bone (5) 0.7 8.2 5.6000 0.10130 
Fat (6) 0.7 8.9 5.6000 0.10130 
Skin (7) 0.1 9.0 58.0000 1.37675 
Water (8) 3.0 12.0 80.0000 0.002036 
Current Elements 11.0 
PEC Bolus (9) PEC begins at 12.0 cm, forms closed system 

Table 2-1: Head Model Geometry and Material Parameters 
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Figure 2.1: Geometry of Model of Human Head, Bolus, and Current Sources 
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23. TE Polarized CW Excitation of Head Model by a Full Array of 

Filamentary Sources 

In this first set of simulations, we excited the model of the head by the full array of 

filamentary magnetic sources using TE polarization. The filamentary sources were easy 

to realize and could fully exploit the symmetry of the head model. In these simulations, 

every source was excited by a sinusoidal signal at 915 MHz, a common medical 

frequency band. The leading edge of each signal was tapered over five periods before 

reaching steady state. This tapering helped avoid additional numerical errors which can 

be introduced when time derivatives are performed in the FD-TD leapfrogging scheme. 

For each individual source with offset starting time 'o> frequency £D, and period T, we 

computed the excitation signal as samples of the continuous wave form 

The excitation signal is shown in Figure 2.2. In all of the simulations presented in this 

chapter, there were approximately 196 time steps per period. 

A full view of the time-averaged steady state power distribution for a head model 

excited by a full array of filamentary sources in the TE polarization is shown in Figure 

2.3. The region around the target point is shown more closely in Figure 2.4. The target 

4 

2.1 
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point, a point in the gray matter at coordinate (185,125), has been marked with an x in 

each figure. The time-averaged absorbed power 

{P) = %|£l dt 2J2 

was computed at each point in the array using a discrete time numerical integration, 

properly formulated to reflect the construction of the simulation space. For example, 

using TM polarization, the discrete time, discrete space average power would be 

calculated by 

23 
N 

where CTX(/,/) is the conductivity of the media located at (r=iAx, ^"('./) is the 

value of the z-component of the electric field at the location (x = iAx, = jAy) at timestep 

t = nAt, and the period T = NAt. 

Though we use the concepts of power absorption and heating interchangeably, we 

recognize the fact that the relationship between the power absorbed and the heating 

experienced by living tissues is actually very complicated. Microwave energy that is 

absorbed by a lossy medium is converted into thermal energy, resulting in a change in the 

temperature of the mediimi. This thermal energy can be transferred to surrounding media 

through thermal conduction and convection. We include a bolus and cooling water in our 

model only for their electromagnetic properties; we do not attempt to account for heat 

flow as energy is absorbed. Ma et. al. have proposed and experimentally verified FD-TD 

codes which also account for thermal transfer to investigate the processes of heating food 



[30]. For media as complex as living tissues, the flow of blood, the mechanism of 

perspiration, and several other many other factors complicate the process of determining 

the flow of thermal energy. For this reason, we focus our attention on the behavior of the 

electromagnetic energy, and leave the problem of including heat flow for future research. 

While it is apparent that the regions of heating shown in Figure 2.3 and Figure 2.4 

did include the target region, it is also apparent that most of the power was absorbed in 

the skin and in the SA-CSF, while the inner cylinders, including the target region, were 

shielded. These results were expected for two reasons. First, the skin and SA-CSF 

regions were characterized by conductivities and permittivities ten times greater than the 

bone and fat layers they bounded. For the same intensity of electric field, a medium with 

a higher conductivity will absorb more microwave energy than a medium with lower 

conductivity, leading to an increase in heating in the higher conductivity region. 

Secondly, electric fields tend to be "attracted" to dielectrics with higher permittivity, as 

discussed by Jackson [26]. This affinity the electric field has for higher permittivity 

media will cause any medium that surrounds other media with relatively lower 

permittivities than the surrounding medium to shield the enclosed media fix>m the electric 

field. Combining these two effects, it is reasonable that the electric field, which was 

attracted to the higher permittivity skin and SA-CSF layers, was then attenuated much 

more in these layers than in the other regions. This attraction and absorption resulted in 

greater heating, which is confirmed in Figure 2.3 and Figure 2.4. Additionally, the 

heating in the bone and fat regions, the regions enclosed and shielded by the skin and 



SA-CSF regions, is fairly uniform. This is another characteristic of dielectric shielding. 

Because these simulations did not contain any magnetic materials that could have 

contributed to microwave energy loss and power absorption, all of the heating that 

occurred was the result of the interaction of the electric field with the lossy dielectrics. 

(Materials with magnetic properties will be examined in Chapters 3 and 4.) 

Figure 2.5 shows the instantaneous value of the magnetic field amplitude along a 

slice of Figure 2.3 which intersected the center of the head and the middle of the array of 

sources, corresponding to coordinates (x,125). The values were recorded after the 

simulation had reached steady state at an instant when the field at the target was at a 

maximum. While the figure does show a local maximum at the target point, there are 

other local maxima in the head region as well. The vertical bars shown at coordinates 

* = 35 and jc = 215, mark the division between the cooling water and the head region. 

The region inside and near the skin shows a local maximum as large as the maximum at 

the target. Because the skin region is more lossy than the gray matter at the target region, 

the heating will be much greater in the skin region, which is verified by Figure 2.3 and 

Figure 2.4. 

Another feature shown in Figure 2.3 is the existence of multiple regions in which 

microwave energy penetrated into the gray matter, referred to in this thesis as side lobes. 

This was the result of the complex interference pattern created by the scattering of the 

microwave energy radiated by the array of filamentary sources with the multiple layers of 

lossy dielectrics, which will be further examined in Sections 2.5 and 2.6. We anticipated 



these side lobes of heating because of the method we used to achieve focusing of the 

microwave energy. In these simulations, we attempted to focus the microwave energy 

using the Retrodirective Array (RDA) method. Though the RDA method is prone to 

creating extra regions of energy concentration in addition to the region around the target 

area, we chose this method because it could easily be implemented into our hyperthermia 

simulation codes. 

Using the RDA method, all of the filaments in the array were excited with signals 

of the same firequency and amplitude; only the relative phase between elements was 

varied. We chose the starting times of all of the sources in the array (?„ ia Eq. 2.1), and 

therefore the relative phase between elements, so that the mayimiiTn of the signal 

generated by each source reached the target area at the same instant in time, 

constructively interfering to create a localized region having a high concentration of 

microwave energy. The RDA method is described in more general terms by Collin [11]. 

To determine the proper phase of each element in the array in order to achieve 

constructive interference at the target, we ran a preliminary simulation in which we 

illuminated the head model with a single filamentary element. Once steady state was 

reached, the simulation recorded the time at which each point in the simulation space 

reached its maximum. Using the time at which the excitation signal reached its 

maximum as a reference, we were able to determine trivially the relative phase between 

the source and each point in the simulation space was trivial. We then used this phase 

data to determine the starting delay of each source in the array. By exploiting the circular 



symmetry of the model of the head and the array of sources, the delay required for each 

source in the array could be determined from the phase data calculated for the original 

source element using a simple rotation. 

The reader should note that for simple geometries, the delay times required by the 

RDA method can be accurately approximated using simple ray techniques. To verify 

both the RDA method and the geometry and placement of the array sources used in later 

simulations, we ran a verification simulation which incorporated an incomplete head 

model. The difference between the incomplete model used in this verification case and 

the configuration used in later simulations was that rather than treating the complete set 

of concentric cylinders surroimded by a water-filled bolus as described above, in this case 

we considered a single cylinder surroimded by an air filled bolus. To determine the 

phasing required by each element in the array of the test simulation, the signal generated 

by each element was approximated as a ray rather than a wave. At the interface between 

the cylinder and the surroimding space, the boundary of the cylinder was approximated 

locally as a line tangent to the actual boundary at the point of intersection between the 

cylinder boimdary and the incident ray. We applied Snell's law to approximate the 

direction of the penetrating ray. Using this technique, and knowing the speed of energy 

propagation in firee space and in the cylinder, we easily determined the time required for a 

ray to travel from each element, into the cylinder, and to the target point The only rays 

we took into accoxint in this approximation were those that traveled the most direct route 

between each element and the target point. The results of these calculations were then 
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used as delay times for the individual elements in the verification simulation. The 

simulation results, while not presented here, were very accurate. The target region did 

experience local microwave energy concentration. Unfortunately, so did other regions 

because of the interference pattern created by the array sources. 

The ray approximation technique provided us confidence in the construction of the 

simulation space and in the RDA method, but could not be used for the fiill, multiple 

layer model of the head. The multiple layers used in the full model of the head made the 

complexity of the ray calculations impractical. Our method of recording the local 

maxima information, used in the final simulations presented above, was more straight 

forward and very acciurate. 



Figure 2.2; Continuous Wave Excitation Signal for a Single Filamentary Source 
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Figure 2.3: Full View of the Time-Averaged Steady State Microwave Power 
Absorption for a Model Head Excited by a Full Array using TE 
Polarization 
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Figure 2.4: Close-up View of the Time-Averaged Steady State Microwave Power 
Absorption for a Model Head Excited by a Full Array using T£ 
Polarization 
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Figure 2.5: Instantaneous Magnetic Field Amplitude Along a the X-Axis 
Generated by a Full Array of Filamentary Sources Excited by a TE 
Polarized CW 



2.4. TM Polarized CW Excitation of Head Model by a Full Array of 

Filamentary Sources 

The figures shown in this section illustrate the results of simulations similar to 

those presented in Section 2.3, but using electric filaments to produce TM polarized 

microwave radiation as opposed to the TE polarized radiation. The geometry of the head 

model, the location of the filamentary sources, and the shape of the signal used to excite 

the sources remained unchanged from the simulations described in Section 2.3. 

Figure 2.6 shows a full view of the time-avers^ed steady state power distribution 

for a head model excited by a full array of filamentary sources in the TM polarization. 

The region around the target point, again marked with an x, is shown more closely in 

Figiire 2.7. When these results are compared with the heating patterns shown in Figure 

2.3 and Figure 2.4, there are very noticeable differences. 

In the simulations using TE polarization, the electric field was completely normal 

to both the axis of symmetry of the cylinders and the plane of the cross-sectional views 

shown in Figure 2.3 - Figure 2.7. As a result of this configuration, the electric field lay 

entirely within the cross-sectional plane, where it was more susceptible to the electric 

shielding described in the previous section. In contrast with the TE polarization, the TM 

polarized electric field simulated here was completely parallel to the axis of the cylinders 

and all material interfaces. As a result, the heating patterns shown are dominated by the 

complex interference pattern created through the scattering of the fields by the high 

dielectric mismatches that characterize many of the material interfaces, rather than the 



shielding effect seen with the TE polarization. 

The biggest differences between the results of TE and TM polarization are seen 

when Figure 2.3 is compared to Figure 2.6. In the TM polarized case shown in Figure 

2.6, more microwave energy entered into the regions bounded by the thin layer of SA-

CSF, and the target point experienced a greater amount of heating compared to the 

surroimding tissues. Additionally, the heating pattern seen in Figure 2.6 shows side lobes 

that are much more prominent and separated than those seen in Figure 2.3. Both of these 

can be attributed to the diminished effect of the electric shielding seen in the TE 

polarization. Because of the orientation of the electric field with the materials interfaces, 

the shielding seen by the TM polarized electric fields was less severe, resulting in less of 

a smoothing of the field distribution in the lower permittivity layers. 
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Figure 2.6: Full View of the Time-Averaged Steady State Microwave Power 
Absorption for a Model Head Excited by a Full Array using TM 
Polarization 
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Figure 2.7: Close-up View of the Time-Averaged Steady State Microwave Power 
Absorption for a Model Head Excited by a Full Array using TM 
Polarization 
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2.5. TE Polarized Short Pulse Excitation of Head Model by One Current 

Source 

In this section, we present the results of simulations in which we excited only one 

source in the array. The source we used was located at (235,125) in Figure 2.1; we refer 

to this element henceforth as the "center element", for it lies along the axis of fold 

symmetry of the array with an equal number of array elements on either side of it In 

order to excite this element with a short pulse, the leading and trailing edges of the pulse 

signal had to be tapered for the same numerical error arguments we t^}ered the leading 

edge of the CW excitation wave form. Rather than tapering the edges over five full 

periods as described in Equation 2.1, we restricted the entire pulse to a duration of five 

periods; 1.5 periods for the leading edge of the envelope, 2 periods at unity, and 1.5 

periods for the tailing edge of the envelope. The short pulse wave form, similar to the 

CW wave form shown in Figure 2.2, is described by the following set of equations and 

shown in Figure 2.8. 

2.4 

f/-(r„+3ir)VT 
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Figure 2.8: Short Pulse Excitation Signal for a Single Filamentary Source 



By watching this short pulse of microwave energy as it propagated, it was easier to 

see where the energy tended to flow, and which areas were prone to heating. Figure 2.9 

shows a snapshot of the amplitude of the instantaneous magnetic field generated by the 

center element which was excited by a TE polarized short pulse. The snapshot was taken 

near the end of the excitation pulse, at a time of approximately 4.5 periods. Upon first 

glance, it appears that all of the microwave energy was trapped in the water. This is not 

surprising, because the electric field generated by the filamentary magnetic sources would 

be expected to initially circulate about the magnetic source filaments, which were located 

in the water region. We should also expect that the electric field would have more of an 

affinity for the water, with a relative permittivity of 6^=80.0, rather than the skin, with a 

relative permittivity of = 58.0, as predicted by our electric shielding postulation. One 

must remember, however, that Figure 2.9 is a picture of the instantaneous field 

amplitudes, not the absorbed power. Though the field tends to remain in the water 

region, the conductivity of the water is so low that it experiences little heating, as was 

shown in Section 2.3 and 2.4. 

Because most of the microwave energy tended to remain in the water region, the 

contour plot shown in Figure 2.9 does not reveal much information about where the 

energy that actually entered the head was distributed. For this reason. Figure 2.10 shows 

the same information at the same instant in time as Figure 2.9, but with the maYimnm 

value of the scale restricted to approximately ten percent of the maximum value in Figure 

2.9. Restricting the scale allocated more contour levels to low amplitude levels that were 
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present inside the head, regions that were masked by the contours used in Figure 2.9. The 

boundaries between the different dielectric cylinders can be seen in Figure 2.10. Again 

we see that the fields tended to follow the shape of the cylinders, shielding the inner 

regions. As a restilt, the energy was very distributed aroimd the target area, and there was 

no real focusing of the microwave energy at the target to cause an increase in heating 

compared to the surrounding tissue. 

Figure 2.11 shows the time history of the instantaneous magnetic field amplitude at 

the target point as the pulse propagated through the head. When the shape of this figure 

is compared to excitation wave form shown in Figure 2.8, the dispersion caused by the 

loss of the dielectrics and the reflection and interference caused by the presence of the 

boundaries between the materials is easily seen. The very compact pulse that was 

launched was extremely perturbed and elongated by the time it reached the target 

As we next show, when we launched a short pulse using all of the elements in the 

array, the focusing of microwave energy at the target was vastly improved. 
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Figure 2.9: Amplitude of the Instantaneous Magnetic Field Generated by One 
Filamentary Source Excited by a TE Polarized Short Pulse -
100% Scale 



Figure 2.10: Amplitude of the Instantaneous Magnetic Field Generated by One 
Filamentary Source Excited by a TE Polarized Short Pulse -
10% Scale 
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Figure 2.11: Time History of the Instantaneous Magnetic Field Amplitude at the 
Focus Point Generated by One Filamentary Source Excited by a TE 
Polarized Short Pulse 



2.6. TE Polarized Short Pulse Excitation of Head Model by a Full Array of 

Current Sources 

After exciting only the center element with a short pulse, we repeated the same 

simulation with all of the sources in the array excited by a short pulse. Each source was 

delayed the same amount as in the simulations presented in Section 2.3. As seen in 

Figure 2.12, there was a much greater concentration of microwave energy at the focus, 

and a definite increase in the amplitude of the field at the target compared to the 

surrounding tissues. Again we see the tendency of the microwave energy to remain in the 

water region, however Figiu-e 2.12 shows more microwave energy in the tissues of the 

head region. The individual dielectric cylinders that made up the model are even more 

evident in this picture than in Figure 2.9. We observe that the contribution of all of the 

elements in the array allowed better focusing of the energy. 

Figure 2.13 shows the time history of the instantaneous magnetic field amplitude at 

the target point as the pulse propagated through the head, similar to Figure 2.11. The 

benefits gained by using all of the sources in the array compared to using only the center 

element were twofold. By using all of the elements, the maximum field amplitude at the 

target was nearly ten times greater than when only the center element was used. 

Additionally, the field observed at the target point was more imiformly sinusoidal over 

the unity portion of the excitation signal when only the center element was excited. The 

wave form shown in Figure 2.13 more closely resembles the excitation wave form of 

Figure 2.8 than does Figure 2.11. 
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Figure 2.12: Amplitude of the Instantaneous Magnetic Field Generated by a Full 
Array of Filamentary Sources Excited by a TE Polarized Short Pulse -
100% Scale 
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Figure 2.13: Time History of the Instantaneous Magnetic Field Amplitude at the 
Focus Point Generated by a Full Array of Filamentary Sources 
Excited by a TE Polarized Short Pulse 



2.7. Conclusions and Recommendations 

As we have demonstrated in the preceding sections, there was a great difference in 

the distribution of absorbed power between the TE and TM polarizations. Much greater 

depth of penetration was possible with the TE polarization; however, the power was 

spread over a greater area. The TM polarization encountered the greatest loss of power in 

the thin layer of skin; however, the power that managed to penetrate to the target area was 

more tightly focused and produced only a cluster of small lobes away from the target 

region. This difference can be described as a result of the shielding of the electric field 

caused by the dielectric parameters of the various layers in the head model. 

In the TE polarized simulations, the electric field lay in the plane of the cross 

section of the cylinders. Through the phenomena of dielectric shielding, the regions of 

high relative permittivity, including the skin, CSF, SA-CSF, and cooling water, tended to 

attract the electric field, which has an afGnity for media with larger relative permittivities 

than their surroundings. As a result, the interior portions of the head model, which 

include the target region, were very shielded from the microwave energy. The heating 

that occurred in the regions of gray and white matter was small and fau-ly imiform, 

consistent with these shielding effects. 

In the TM case, all of the electric field (the only field that contributes to the power 

absorption in the absence of magnetic materials) was concentrated in the r-direction, 

completely parallel to the axis of the cylinders and to all of the material interfaces. As a 

resxilt, the shielding effects that were present in the TE case were diminished for the TM 



case. The target area experienced greater relative heating than in the TE case. The 

heating, rather than being fairly uniform throughout the interior regions, was 

characterized by many distinct side lobes, evidence of the complex interference pattern 

established by the scattering of the microwave fields with the dielectric cylinders. 

From these results, it is evident that neither polarization is perfect for focusing 

energy in its own right The ideal focusing situation might be a combination of both TE 

and TM microwave energy, with more sophisticated methods used to determine the 

optimal source distributions than the RDA approach used here. More sophisticated 

methods could employ pulses of microwave energy from small clusters of sources rather 

than CW radiation from the entire array, so that microwave energy could be designed to 

arrive at the target area by continually changing paths. In this manner, the target could 

experience continual heating while the other tissues would only be heated intermittently, 

reducing the stray hot spots. Even though the amplitude of the fields at the target point 

increase by a factor of ten when all of the elements in the array were used rather than just 

the center element as shown in Figure 2.9 and Figure 2.10, it is obvious from Figure 2.10 

that microwave energy launched by a source element that is far removed from the target 

is attenuated and absorbed before reaching the target. Thus, this energy contributes little 

to the heating of the target. More sophisticated excitation schemes sho\ild account for 

this fact To truly achieve optimal heating, one should investigate three dimensional 

models in addition to improved excitation schemes. The three dimensional nature of the 

head coupled with the losses and internal structures will cause more severe scattering, 
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leading to a loss of polarization. That is, waves launched in TE or TM polarizations will 

not be truly TE or TM after a short distance. Such investigations, however, are beyond 

the scope of this thesis. 



3. Magnetic Shielding 

In this chapter we examine the phenomenon of magnetic shielding, the diial case to 

the electric shielding seen in Chapter 2. Magnetic shielding is important in applications 

such as Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI), a process that images tissues inside the 

body by measuring the signals observed when water molecules inside the tissues, polar 

by nature, are perturbed by applied magnetic fields. Because of the strength of the 

magnetic fields used in such testing and the sensitivity of the measurements, magnetic 

shielding is vital to both protecting the outside world fix)m the generated fields and 

isolating the test subject fiom external fields that could affect the measurements. 

We approached magnetic shielding fix)m a more general point of view. Through 

this investigation, we developed and verified FD-TD codes that incorporated materials 

with magnetic properties. These codes serve as the foimdation for the simulations 

presented in Chapter 4. In Section 3.1, we develop the analytic solution for the problem 

in which electromagnetic fields generated by a filamentary source are scattered by a 

linear, homogeneous, isotropic, cylindrical shell. The shell, which can have both electric 

and magnetic properties, is filled and sunoxmded with another linear, homogeneous, 

isotropic material that can also have electric and magnetic properties. This solution 

provided a basis of validation for the codes we developed which incorporated magnetic 

materials. The analytic expressions developed in Section 3.1 were solved nimierically so 

we could compare the results to an FD-TD simulation of the same problem. The results 

of these codes, which showed acceptable agreement, are presented and compared in 



Section 3.2. In Section 3.3, we used the FD-TD codes validated in Section 3.2 to 

investigate scattering of electromagnetic energy generated by filamentary sources by a 

thin shell with a relative magnetic permeability of 4.0 in free space. Vector plots clearly 

show the effects of the shell on the magnetic fields. The magnetic fields show an afBnity 

for the shell, which had a higher permittivity than the firee space inside the shell. As a 

result, the magnetic fields appear to be "attracted" to the magnetic shell, much like the 

electric fields were attracted to the dielectric cylinders as we showed in Chapter 2. In 

Section 3.4, we present simulations similar to those presented in Section 3.3. By 

increasing the relative permeability of the shell to 16.0, the shielding effect was 

enhanced. In Section 3.5, we show that increasing the thickness of the shell also 

enhanced the shielding process. Finally, in Section 3.6 we show that when we gave the 

shell some magnetic loss by incorporating magnetic conductivity, the combined effect of 

that loss with the "attraction" of the magnetic fields caused the shell to almost completely 

isolate the internal space from any magnetic fields. Section 3.7 summarizes the findings. 

3.1. Analytic Solution for Line Source Scattering from a Magnetic Cylinder 

To provide a validation case for the FD-TD codes we have developed, we chose to 

solve the problem of the scattering of the electromagnetic energy generated by a 

filamentary source from a homogeneous, isotropic, cylindrical shell. The shell, which 

can have dielectric and magnetic properties, is surrounded by another linear, 

homogeneous, isotropic media. The problem space and geometry are shown in 

Figiire 3.1, 
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Line Source 

Figure 3.1: Magnetic Shielding Simulation Space 

To begin our solution, we first expand the electric field generated by the 

filamentary source, located at as 

where, for 

p<p '  =  

and for 

p > p '  = 3.2b 
l P > = P  
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and 

3.2c 

the wave number in region 1. 

Within the shell, the electric field can be expanded as 

where 

33b 

the wave number in region 2. 

Inside the shell, we expand the electric field as 

ET = Sc.J.ftpK' 3.4 

Outside the shell, we define the scattered field as 

ET = £DX"(t|pK' 3-S 

To solve for the unknown coefBcients A„, B„, C„, and D„, we first take the appropriate 

derivatives on in each region to obtain a corresponding By applying the boundary 

conditions that E^ and be continuous across the inner and outer boundaries of the shell 

at r = a and r = b, we obtain a matrix of equations that can be expressed in array form as 
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r^ i f ^K(k ib )  -^2AH? (^2^) 

-J„(^,a) 0 

-k l ^hK(k^a)  0 
0 -H?^(^,6) 

0 

* 

A„ 
B„ 
c„ 
D, 

3.6 

0 

0 

-^e-^nXk,b)n':!'(k,p') 

For notational convenience, we express this as 

A„ Q 

B„ R 

c„ S 

D„. T 

A B C D 
E F G H 
I J K L 

M N O P 

In nnsimpliJBed form, our solutions become 

(FC-GB)(TL-PS) A,=  

B = 

C„ = 

D„ = 

(LM- PI)(FC- GB) - (EC- GA)(NL- PJ) 
(EC-GAKIL-PS) 

(EC- GA)(NL- PJ) - (LM- PI)(FC- GB) 
A . 
C " C " 
I A Jo S 
L " L " L 

3.7 

3.8 

These formulas were then coded into both analytic codes and the FD-TD simulator. The 

results are given in the following section. 
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3.2. Comparison of Anatytic and FD-TD Codes for Line Source Scattering 

from a Magnetic Cylinder 

We ran two computer codes to test the results derived in Section 3.1. With the data 

generated by each code, we plotted the total electric field that results when a thin 

magnetic shell surrounded by free space is radiated by a filamentary source. The electric 

field was chosen as a basis of comparison between the two codes because this data was 

easy to generate. The source was given an excitation frequency of / = c, so that the 

wavelength in free space was X = Im. The cylinder, with a relative permeability of pjij = 

4.0, had an outer diameter of X/l, and an inner diameter of 0.45 k. The line source was 

placed 1 A, away from the outer edge of the cylinder. 

With the analytic code, we calculated and examined the coefficients to determine 

the number of coefficients that are needed in the simmiation to approximate the exact 

solution. Above n=29, the coefficients were either smaller than the precision limits of the 

computer, a Sun Sparc 10, or invalid because of the precision limits encountered in 

products or quotients of the Bessel terms. Thus, only 29 terms were used in the infinite 

summation of (3.1)-(3.4) with the assumption that the errors introduced by the exclusion 

of the higher ordered terms were insignificant. The maximum value of the steady state 

electric field is shown in Figure 3.2 for the above listed parameters of = 4.0no, 

and e, = 82 = 

The second code, an FD-TD simulator, was run with the same parameters and 

geometry as the analytic code. We used a fine enough discretization to nninimi7« the 



stair-case and discretization errors. Once the simulation reached steady state, the 

maximum value of the electric field was obtained. The plot of these electric field values 

is shown in Figure 3.3. 

In spite of the small errors introduced in each code, the results show good 

agreement with each other. We compared the normalized data firom the analytical res\ilts 

to the normalized results of the FD-TD simdator to gauge the agreement between the two 

solutions. Figure 3.4 shows a contour plot of the absolute magnitude of the difference 

between the values at each point in space in the patterns generated by the analytical code 

and the FD-TD code, shown in Figure 3.2 and Figure 3.3, respectively. This difference in 

field patterns is shown for a square area with each side equal to 1 '/2 times the diameter of 

the shell. Close inspection of Figure 3.4 reveals that the greatest difference at any point 

within the shield is around 2% or less. The greatest error shown in Figure 3.4, 7.03%, 

occurs at the interface between the shield and the surrounding space. However, this 

region of high error is very localized. The average error in the region shown in Figure 3.4 

is 1.107%, a very acceptable level. Figure 3.5 - Figure 3.7 show axial slices through the 

contour plot of Figure 3.4 to better show the error in the regions where the contours are 

close to each other. 

This comparison depends on two assumptions. First, we assumed that the FD-TD 

results plotted in Figure 3.3 were normalized and plotted after the simulation was 

assumed to have reached steady state. Additionally, we assumed that the normalizations 

used in the two figures were such that if the original, un-normalized fields were 
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recovered, the magnitude of the recovered fields should be equivalent 

To justify the first assimiption, we monitored the instantaneous field at several 

locations with the space of the FD-TD code. By 20 periods, each relative mavimnm of 

the field differed from the previous relative maximum by less than 0.13%. We therefore 

assumed that the values recorded after this amount of time had passed reasonably 

represented the steady state values. To justify the second assimiption, we recognize that 

because the system we have modelled is linear, any difference in the normalization of the 

magnitudes of the two patterns should be related to the amplitude of the input signal. In 

the analytic code defined by (3.1-3.4), the input to the problem is a current I, whereas in 

the FD-TD simulator, the input to the system is a current density J. Examination of the 

normalizations used to generate Figure 3.2 and Figure 3.3 and the inputs to the codes 

reveal once again that the patterns are very similar. 

The results shown in Figure 3.2 have been normalized by 3.70x10^ for an input 

current of unity. The results shown in Figure 3.3 have been normalized by 9.17x10'̂  for 

an input current density of unity. In the FD-TD simulator, this current density is 

associated with the area of the cell in which the current is applied, defined by 

y = /AxAy 3.9 

If we compare the ratio of the normalizations to the ratio of the input currents, we obtain 

3.7-10^ 
= 4.0337205-10' 

9.17-10-' 3.10 

This is a difference of 0.84%. 



Mth the knowledge that the nonnalized field patterns of the two codes are nearly 

equal, and that the ratio of the normalizations is nearly equal to the ratio of the input 

currents, we feel our assimiptions used in the first comparison of the results of the two 

codes are justified. Therefore, we conclude that the comparison is valid and our codes are 

behaving as expected. 

Note that the region of Figure 3.4 that shows high disagreement ( > 4% ) is 

confined to a small region with the space. We assume the source of this disagreement is 

that the nimiber of terms kept in the analytic solution were not enough for the solution to 

converge in that region. Additionally, we showed above that there was a slight difference 

in the normalization, due in part to the size of the region used to compute the 

normalization, which included part of the near field of the line element This difference 

in normalization may have the potential to slightly enhance the differences between the 

two normalized patters. Though this region of error is both electrically and physically 

small, further investigation should be performed to isolate the source of this 

disagreement The other region of Figure 3.4 that shows some error is the between the 

trailing edge of the shell and the left boundary of our space. Some disagreement near the 

boundary, a second-order Milr ABC in this simulation, is not unexpected in FD-TD 

simulations, and therefore caused us no concern. 

The results of the comparison between the analytic and FD-TD code results give us 

confidence in the accuracy of the FD-TD simulator. We will continue to examine the 

magnetic shielding effects in the next section. 
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Figure 3.2: Analytic Validation-Code Results of the Steady State 
Electric Field Resulting from Line Source 

Scattering from a Magnetic Cylinder 
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Figure 3.3: FD-TD Validation-Code Results of the Steady State 
Electric Field Resulting from Line Source 

Scattering from a Magnetic Cylinder 
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Figure 3.4: Difference Between Normalized Steady State Electric Field 
Computed by FD-TD and Analytic Methods 
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Figure 3.5: Horizontal Axial Slice Through the %-Error Contour Plot of Figure 3.4 
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Figure 3.6: Vertical Axial Slice Through the %-Error Contour Plot of Figure 3.4 
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Figure 3.7: Diagonal Axial Slice Through the %-Error Contour Plot of Figure 3.4 

3 J. Line Source Scattering from a Thin Lossless Magnetic Cylinder, = 4.0 

In this section we begin our examination of magnetic shielding using the codes we 

verified in Section 3.2. We begin by placing two line sources on axis with a thin 

magnetic shell having the same dimensions as the shell described in Section 3.2. The line 

sources, equidistant from the center of the shell, are excited by a DC excitation with a 

current density of unity. The leading edge of the excitation was tapered by a (l-Jc^)'* 

envelope to avoid enors that woxild be caused if the derivative of the excitation was too 

sharp. This is the same edge tapering that we used in Chapter 2. The sources are excited 

with an equal amplitude but are 180® out of phase, so that the field between the sources is 



nearly uniform. We chose to use this approximation to a uniform field because this 

formulation is simple to code into our FD-TD simulator. 

Figure 3.8 and Figure 3.9 show vector plots of the magnetic field once the sources 

and the simulation space have reached steady state in free space. No magnetic shield is 

actually present, however the geometry and location where a shield will be in future runs 

has been drawn in so that these figures may serve as a basis of comparison for future 

simulations. In these vector plots, the length of the vectors represents the local intensity 

of the magnetic field; longer vectors represent stronger field intensities. From these plots, 

the location of the sources should be obvious. Notice the near imiformity of the field 

inside the shield; slight deviations exist because of the method we used to simulate the 

uniform field. To ideally model a uniform field using two line sources would require 

letting the line sources approach infinity. While this is easily done analytically, this is 

not possible in a finite problem space of imiform discretization. 
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Figure 3.8: Full-View Vector Plot of the Magnetic Field Generated 
by Two Line Sources in Free Space 
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Figure 3.9: Zoom-View Vector Plot of the Magnetic Field Generated 
by Two Line Sources in Free Space 



Figure 3.10 and Figure 3.11 show plots similar to Figure 3.8 and Figure 3.9 for a 

simulation in which a magnetic shield is present The shield has slight magnetic 

properties of Hr = 4.0 and zero magnetic or electric conductivity. Inspection of these 

plots reveals that the magnetic field lines are slightly bending into the shield, showing an 

"attraction" to the region of higher permeability, much as we saw the electric field lines 

attracted to the region of higher permittivity in Chapter 2. As a result of this diversion of 

the magnetic field, the field strength inside the shield has slightly decreased. As we 

increase the permeability of the shield, we expect these trends to continue. Indeed, these 

are the results we shall discuss in the following section. 
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Figure 3.10: Fuli-View Vector Plot of the Magnetic Field Generated 
by Two Line Sources Scattered from a 

Thin, Lossless Cylinder - (iii=4.0 
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Figure 3.11: Zoom-View Vector Plot of the Magnetic Field Generated 
by Two Line Sources Scattered from a 

Thin, Lossless Cylinder -
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3.4. Line Source Scattering from a Thin Lossless Magnetic Cylinder, 

16.0 

Figure 3.12 and Figure 3.13 show the results of a simulation in which the relative 

permeability of the magnetic shield was increased to 16.0, a four-fold increase over the 

previous simulation. As expected, the shielding effects are increased. The vectors 

representing the magnetic field now have an unmistakable bend. Because of the 

boimdary conditions that the component of the magnetic field tangential to the shield 

remain continuous, as the magnetic field reaches the boundary, the tangential component 

remains unchanged across the interface while the normal component is shortened due to 

the increase in permeability. As a result, the vectors tend to follow the shape of the 

shield, giving a bending appearance. Note that the magnetic field inside the shield is 

even more suppressed, and is nearly uniform in spite of the presence of the shield and the 

perturbational effects the shield has on the magnetic field. The vectors appear to be 

taking the same path they would were the shield not present, but inside the shield they are 

suppressed because some of the magnetic field strength has been diverted into the shield. 
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Figure 3.12: Full-View Vector Plot of the Magnetic Field Generated 
by Two Line Sources Scattered from a 

Thin, Lossless Cylinder - MR=16.0 
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3.5. Line Source Scattering from a Thick Lossless Magnetic Cylinder, 

In this section, we see the results of a simulation in which the relative permeability 

of the shield is again 16.0, but the thickness of the shield has been increased to twice its 

original thickness. Examining Figure 3.14 through Figure 3.16, the shielding effect is 

clearly evident Furthermore, the field inside the shell is nearly uniform. Using the 

results of Equation 3.8, we see that if we take two line sources and allow p' to approach 

infinity, as the inner radius of the shell is decreased, the field inside the shield becomes 

nearly a constant. Furthermore, as the inner radiiis of the shield approaches zero, so that 

the shield fills all the space and there is no space inside the shield, the field within the 

shield, now a solid cylinder, also becomes a constant Expressing the field as a constant 

is equivalent to having a uniform field. This is consistent with Jackson [26]. 
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Figure 3.14: Full-View Vector Plot of the Magnetic Field Generated 
by Two Line Sources Scattered from a 
Thick, Lossless Cylinder - niR=16.0 
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Figure 3.15: Zoom-View Vector Plot of the Magnetic Field Generated 
by Two Line Sources Scattered from a 

Thick, Lossless Cylinder - ^,(=16.0 
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Figure 3.16: High Zoom-View Vector Plot of the Magnetic Field Generated 
by Two Line Sources Scattered from a 

Thick, Lossless Cylinder - ^,1=16.0 



3.6. Line Source Scattering from a Thin Lossy Magnetic Cylinder, 16.0 

In this final set of simulations, we added some magnetic loss to the shell. The field 

inside the shield was even more attenuated, as expected. In addition to the diversion 

effects of the shield, the normal field components that are not attracted through the shield 

are attenuated by the loss. The field inside the shell is therefore even more diminished. 

The results are shown in Figure 3.17 and Figure 3.18. 
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Figure 3.17: Full-View Vector Plot of the Magnetic Field Generated 
by Two Line Sources Scattered from a 

Thin, Lossy Cylinder - ^^=16.0, aM=1000.0 
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Figure 3.18: Zoom-View Vector Plot of the Magnetic Field Generated 
by Two Line Sources Scattered from a 

Thin, Lossy Cylinder -11^=16.0, CT„=1000.0 



3.7. Summary of Results of Magnetic Shielding Simulations 

The above simulations clearly show a shielding effect created by the magnetic 

shell. In order to gauge the degree of shielding, we monitored the magnetic field at 

several points inside the shield for each simulation. Once each simulation reached steady 

state, we averaged the final values of the magnetic field for the points in the cylinder, 

which were all very close in value. Using the value for firee space as a normalization, the 

values are reported in Table 3-1. The values reflect trends that are intuitive when the 

purpose of the shield is considered. As the permeability of the shell is increased, the 

shielding effect increases and the strength of the field inside the shell decreases. As the 

thickness of the shell increases, the strength of the field inside the shell again decreases. 

Finally, if magnetic loss is added to the shell, the magnetic field is attenuated and again 

shows decreased strength inside the shell. 

In Figure 3.4 through Figure 3.7 of Section 3.2 we showed that inside the shell, the 

FD-TD simulator values at steady state agree with the exact solution to within a few 

percent. Additionally, the results of the various shielding simulations follow the expected 

trends. We therefore have good confidence in the validity of our codes. The routines 

developed for incorporating the simple model of magnetic materials will be used in 

Chapter 4 to examine the scattering of electronu^etic fields from biological cells that 

have been impregnated by small magnetic cylinders. 



Free space 1.0000 

H^ = 4.0, cfm = OO.thin 0.9160 

= 16.0, <T„ = 0.0, thin 0.5713 

= 16.0, o„ = 0.0, thick 0.3694 

m,, = 16.0, = 1000.0, thin 0.0054 

Table 3-1: Normalized Steady State Magnetic Field Strength Inside Shield 
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4. Scattering from Tissue Cells Impregnated with Magnetic Media 

In this chapter we use the results of the previous two chapters to examine scattering 

from biological tissue cells that have been impregnated by magnetic media. Section 4.1 

discusses the motive behind the simulations. The problem space and parameters for the 

simulation are discussed. In Section 4.2, we scatter electromagnetic energy off of a 

single magnetic cylinder contained in a single tissue cell. By running simulations in 

which the wavelength of the incident energy ranged from values far below the diameter 

of the cylinder to far above the Imdcr diameter, we were able to observe classic 

resonance results. We extend the simulations to include multiple cylinders in Section 4.3. 

When multiple cylinders are present, coupling between the cylinders can enhance the 

magnetic field strength at resonant frequencies other than the main frequency that would 

be expected based on the geometry of an individual cylinder. This section closely 

examines this resonance behavior by determining the maximum magnetic field strength 

inside the cylinders as the separation between the cylinders is varied. In Section 4.4 we 

summarize the results of the previous sections. The potential biological implications 

shown by the results will be discussed. 

4.1. Introduction and Problem Setup 

A large controversy in engineering today is whether or not magnetic fields can have 

adverse health effects. Magnetite (FeFe304) is a naturally occurring ferromagnetic 

material that has been found in an increasing number of species including simple bacteria, 

sharks, crabs, birds, mice, and most recently, humans [32,33]. The discovery of 
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magnetite in humans has itself been controversial, because many of the first reports were 

difficult to reproduce and were suspect to laboratory contamination. With the acceptance 

that trace quantities of magnetite are indeed present inside the human brain, the next 

question becomes the manner in which these ms^etic particles could couple to 

electromagnetic fields to produce health efTects. The greatest emphasis of study has been 

in common firequency bands that are used by cellular telephones. 

Kirschvink has proposed a mechanism in which small particles of biogenic 

magnetite might couple to low energy electromagnetic fields [34]. In his proposed 

mechanism, the small, elongated magnetic crystals are treated as single domain particles. 

The particles are considered small enough that they have little or no efTect on tissue 

heating properties, which are primarily associated with the dominant dielectric materials 

that compose the tissue. The magnetic properties of the crystals, however, can increase 

the local concentration of B, the ms^etic flux. This high B field can then impart a force 

on the tissue near the crystal through the force equation 

F = qv X B 4.1 

where F is the force on a particle of charge q traveling with a relative velocity v 

through a magnetic flux density of strength B. By relative velocity, we mean that the 

charge will experience a force if it is moving through a constant field, or if it is stationary 

in a time varying field. Though the forces at the atomic level are on the order of 

picoNewtons, this could be significant because many cancers and other diseases can start 

with dam^e to a single cell through the alteration of biochemical processes, modification 



or breaking of DNA strands, and other mechanisms. 

The results obtained from scattering electromagnetic energy off of simple models 

of a human tissue cell suspended in electrolyte are discussed in this chapter. By placing 

small magnetic cylinders inside the cell, we were able to locally enhance the magnetic 

flux in the cylinders through the coupling between the cylinders. We first excited the 

cylinders with a short pulse in order to examine the frequency spectrum of the energy 

passing between the cylinders. The data was then analyzed through FFT methods in an 

effort to locate the resonant frequency of the structures created by the geometry. To 

simulate the cell and the magnetic cylinders, we used parameters based upon values 

reported in the literature. [35,36,37,38] The specific geometry of the simulation sets will 

be introduced in their respective sections. We begin by examining the results when 

electromagnetic energy is scattered by a cell containing a single magnetic cylinder. The 

FD-TD simulator codes are based on the codes we have previously used and verified. 

4.2. Scattering from a Single Cylinder 

In this section we scatter electromagnetic energy from a cell that contains a single 

magnetic cylinder. For these simulations, the variotis media are described by particular 

conductivities, permittivities, and permeabilities, which are described in Table 4-1. The 

location and electrical sizes are shown in Figure 4.1. We scaled the dimensions of the 

cell and cylinder to be slightly larger than the dimensions these structures would have in 

nature for computational convenience. The results we find and the trends that are 

established should apply to the smaller sizes as well. 



Material e pF/m] (TE [S/m] H [H/m] CTM [fi/m] 

electrolyte 80.0 e„ 10.0 1.0 Ho 0.0 

membrane 45.2 e„ 0.04 1.0 Ho 0.0 

cytoplasm 80.0 So 100.0 1.0 Ho 0.0 

cylinder 30.0 Eo 1000.0 10.0 Ho 1000.0 

Table 4-1: Parameters for Model of Human Tissue Cell 

electrolyte 

membrane 
750 nm thick 

Figure 4.1: Geometry for Simulations of One Magnetic Cylinder 
Inside a Tissue Cell 



We used the setup shown in Figure 4.1 for validation cases. A linear array of 

adjacent line sources was used to produce a near plane wave. By exciting all of the 

elements in phase while tapering the maximum amplitude of the elements at the ends of 

the array to reduce end effects, we were able to produce an electromagnetic wave that 

behaved like a plane wave over the region of space that included the cell and magnetic 

cylinder. 

We ran several experiments in which the frequency of the plane wave was varied 

over several decades. The range of frequencies corresponded to wavelengths that ranged 

from ten times the diameter of the tissue cell to one tenth the diameter of the magnetic 

cylinder. The maximimi field strength inside the magnetic cylinder was recorded once 

each simulation reached steady state. We noticed the following trends. 

For wavelengths much greater than the diameter of the magnetic cylinder, the 

electromagnetic radiation was only slightly perturbed by the presence of the magnetic 

cylinder. Classic scattering theory predicts this result. 

For wavelengths much shorter than the diameter of the magnetic cylinder, the 

relatively high characteristic impedance of the magnetic cylinder relative to the 

surroimding cytoplasm caused the magnetic cylinder to scatter much of the incident field. 

A "shadow region" was clearly evident behind the magnetic cylinder. The results are 

shown in Figure 4.2 and Figure 4.3. [26,39] 

Inspection of Figure 4.2 and Figure 4.3 show that the presence of the thin cell 

membrane was negligible in both test cases. The electrical characteristics of the 
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membrane did not di£fer greatly &om either the electrolyte outside the membrane or the 

cytoplasm inside the membrane. These facts combined with the fact that the membrane 

was very thin led us to expect little perturbation. These expectations were confirmed. 

For further discussion, see (Cirschvink [34]. 

The greatest concentration of m^netic flux inside the magnetic cylinder occurred 

when the wavelength of the incident radiation was on the order of one cylinder radius. 

Using classical theory on dielectric rod waveguides and invoking duality, we see this also 

agrees with classic theory[40]. Figure 4.4 shows a vector plot of the magnetic field for 

the case of X.i^ = Djy/2. Notice the circulation established behind the cylinder. 

In the next section, we see that when a second cylinder is added, the coupling that 

occurs between the two allows a high concentration of magnetic field inside the cylinder 

at a fi«quency with a wavelength approximately equal to the separation of the two 

cylinders, which is much greater than the wavelength with only one cylinder present Our 

goal is to show that coupling of microwave energy is possible for wavelengths much 

greater than the electrical size of the individual scattering structures. In a tissue with 

many nu^etic stmctures distributed throughout an extended region, this could lead to 

coupling at lower frequencies. 



Figure 4.2: Single Magnetic Cylinder Excited by a Low-Frequency Plane Wave 
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Figure 4.3: Single Magnetic Cylinder Excited by a High-Frequency Plane Wave 
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Figure 4.4: Vector Plot of Transverse Magnetic Field when Frequency = D/2 

43. Scattering from Multiple Cylinders: Comparison of Magnetic Field 

Enhancement versus Cylinder Separation 

In this section, we investigate the effects of adding a second magnetic cylinder to 

the simulation. Specifically, we wish to leam if the presence of the second cylinder can 

be used to enhance the magnetic field in the magnetic cylinders through microwave 

energy coupling between the cylinders. For this investigation, we will examine how the 

magnetic field inside the cylinders can be enhanced through a resonance, and how this 

enhancement is affected by an increase in distance. Our results will show that energy 

enhancement is possible even when the cylinders are separated by a distance much larger 

than the diameter of the cylinders. 
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For these simulations, we removed the cell membrane from the model of the cell. 

The resiilts of Section 4.2 show that the membrane has little influence on the scattering 

that occurs from the magnetic cylinder; very little of the incident microwave energy is 

absorbed by the membrane[34]. When the membrane is removed from the problem 

space, the cytoplasm and the electrolyte, which have the same electrical parameters, may 

be combined into a single region. This allows us to reduce the size of the problem space 

since we now only need to be concerned that we excite the cylinders with a plane wave, 

and are not burdened with the task of illuminating the entire cell and cell membrane. 

These space savings translate into huge savings in computational time and memory 

requirements. The setup is shown in Figure 4.5. 
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Magnetic Cylinders 
originally set 136D 
apart, center-to-
center. This 
distance is increased 
by 25% and 500% to 
1.7Dand6.8D. 

1.70D 
1J6D 

i y r 
-J u • ^ r 

6.80D 

The cell membrane has been removed. 
All other dimensions and materials are the same. 

Figure 4.5: Geometry for Simulations of Two Magnetic Cylinders with 
the Cell Membrane Removed 

Our first guess at the resonant frequency of the cylinders was the frequency that 

would correspond to a wavelength roughly equal to the center-center separation between 

the cylinders. To better determine the resonant frequency for each simulation, we ran a 

preliminary code in which the line sources were excited with a short pulse described by 

/(0 = 
A 2 ^ T 

0, else 
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where 

and n is a normalization constant. This signal is shown in Figure 4.6. The pulse was 

excited for a duration of one period of the frequency of our first guess, the separation 

frequency. In doing so, the pulse described by (4.2) has a spectrum with a center 

frequency equal to the separation frequency, extending roughly one decade on either side 

of the center frequency. We excited the cylinders with this pulse. By performing an FTT 

of the signal that passed between the two cylinders, we could then determine the 

frequency with the strongest contribution to the signal we observed. 

Short Pulse Excitation Waveform 

1.0 

0.5 .. 

S 0.0 

-0.5 .. 

-1.0 
0.000 0.125 0.250 0.375 0.500 0.625 0.750 0.875 1.000 

time [t/T] 

Figure 4.6: Short Pulse Excitation Signal 
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Using the frequency detennined by our FFT analysis, we then ran another code in 

which we excited the sources with a CW excitation corresponding to the resonant 

wavelength. This excitation frequency was adjusted to account for the characteristic 

impedance of the cytoplasm and electrolyte. Once this simulation reached steady state, 

we monitored the region inside the magnetic cylinders over one period to determine the 

maximum magnetic flux density at every point in space inside the cylinders. These 

values were averaged to obtain an average maximum magnetic field strength inside the 

magnetic cylinders, B^. 

Merely measuring the field that exists inside the magnetic cylinders gave us no 

information about any enhancement effects. To measure the field enhancement, we 

repeated the CW simulation with the magnetic cylinders removed from the cytoplasm. 

By measuring the average maximum steady state magnetic field strength in the region in 

which the magnetic cylinders were originally located, we obtained a reference magnetic 

flux density The enhancement was then calculated as 

We used this method to determine the magnetic enhancement for several cylinder 

separations. Colimm 1 in Table 4-2 lists each simulation we performed. The separation 

distance in cell diameters, the resonance wavelength in cell diameters, and the 

enhancement versus free space, are listed in columns 2-4, respectively. 
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Simulation 
Type 

Cylinder 
Separation 
[D] 

Simulation 
Wavelength 
[D] 

Enhancement 
vs. Free Space 

Resonance vs. 
Off-resonance 
Improvement 

Resonance 1.36 1.984 2.28 42% 

Off-resonance 1.36 0.198 1.60 

42% 

Resonance 1.70 (+25%) 2.171 2.28 38% 

Off-resonance 1.70 (+25%) 0.217 1.64 

38% 

Resonance 6.80 (+500%) 6.769 2.63 37% 

Off-resonance 6.80 (+500%) 0.677 1.92 

37% 

Table 4-2: Summary of Results of Coupling Simulations 

To determine if we really were seeing enhancement from the resonance between the 

cylinders, we performed the CW simulations above for each separation distance but with 

the excitation frequency 10 times the resonance frequency corresponding to each 

separation distance. The results show a definite degradation in the magnetic flux density 

enhancement when compared to the simulations run at the resonance frequency 

determined by the FFT analysis. All of the simulations showed improvement on the 

order of 40% when run at resonance versus non-resonance conditions. The right-hand 

column in Table 4-2 shows the improvement in the resonance versus off-resonance 

simulations for each separation distance. Note that we did not run any off-resonance 

comparison simulations for wavelengths greater than the resonant wavelength. As the 

wavelength increases, the two cylinders become electrically smaller. In the limit, the 

incident microwave energy would be perturbed very little, in the same fashion as if the 

energy were incident on an electrically small body like in Figure 4.2. 



4.4. Conclusions and Recommendations 

The results of this chapter show that the presence of magnetic materials inside 

biological tissue can have a strong impact on the strength and density of the 

electromagnetic fields in the tissue. In most biological tissue, individual cellular 

structures such as membranes, nuclei, etc., have little effect on the overall behavior of the 

fields as they propagate through the tissue. Most tissues are lossy and will therefore 

attenuate and disperse the energy as it travels through the tissue, but the effects of an 

individual cell or cellular structure are small [34]. 

When magnetic materials are present in the tissue, the above generalization no 

longer necessarily holds true. When a magnetic particle is present, the incident 

microwave energy can be scattered by the particle. The scattering effects are most 

dramatic when the incident energy has a wavelength electrically comparable to the size of 

the particle. If the wavelength is much larger than the size of the structure, the incident 

fields are perturbed very little. When the wavelength is much smaller, the energy can be 

highly reflected or perturbed depending on the contrast between the electrical properties 

of the particle and the surrounding media, a contrast that would be very high in this case 

of a magnetic particle inside of a non-magnetic biological tissue. 

In most real-world applications, the situation described above would not be 

encountered. The sizes of the particles that have been detected in living tissues are so 

small that to have microwave energy of a comparable wavelength would require 

frequencies much higher than are normally encovmtered. However, if more than one 
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particle is present, the incident energy can couple to these particles at a resonant 

wavelength that is much larger than the size of the individual particles. 

When we ran simulations with two particles, we found that the system achieved 

resonance at wavelengths on the order of the distance separating the two particles. The 

magnetic flux density in and near the particles was enhanced compared to the 

surrounding tissue. While some enhancement is to be expected at any frequency because 

of the nature of the magnetic materials, the enhancement was on the order of 40% greater 

when the incident wavelength corresponded to the resonant wavelength. This implies 

that if enough particles are present or are separated over enough distance, the incident 

microwave energy has the potential to achieve resonance at much lower frequencies, 

possibly in the realm of frequencies that would be encountered in real-world 

circumstances such as the use of small microAvave devices. 

There is a large controversy as to whether or not humans can detect or be adversely 

affected by magnetic fields. If the existence of a magnetoreceptor is proven in humans, 

these results could have significant implications. The concentration of fields introduced 

by the resonance condition could be enough to trigger a receptor, damage or torque a cell 

containing the receptor, or other imaginable effects. While much of this is speculation, 

current investigators are coming closer to isolating the structures responsible for magnetic 

detection in animals, and are continuing the search to isolate the same structures in 

human tissues. 

The enhancement effects we have demonstrated are limited by the facts that they 



are both ideal and geometrical. They are ideal in the sense that in living tissues, the 

magnetic particles, while elongated, are not infinite. Additionally, biogenic particles 

would most likely be oriented randomly with respect to each other. This means that 

without a magnetic bias field strong enough to align the particles somewhat parallel to 

one another, the resonance properties we observed would likely be reduced away from 

the ideal values we have shown here. The resonance effects we show are also exclusively 

produce by the geometry of the system. We have not modelled any dispersion or other 

resonance effects into the magnetic materials themselves. 

The size of the structures preclude us fix)m testing for resonances at great cylinder 

separations. To further examine the resonance effects, more thorough testing shotild be 

conducted to examine what happens when multiple particles are present over varying 

distance and orientations. Non-uniform meshes and other advanced techniques could be 

employed to reduce the computational burden required by the simulations we conducted 

here. 

Our final recommendation is to conduct simulations similar to those here but with 

more exact and realistic models for the magnetic materials. Ferromagnetic materials, 

when biased by an external field, exhibit intrinsic resonances that could enhance the 

resonances we observed firom the system geometry. We have not conducted such 

simulations. Appendix B develops general Finite-Difference Time-Domain update 

equations that can be used to model dispersive magnetic materials in two dimensions and 

discusses the difRculties encountered when trying to implement specific equations. We 
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present this development as a direction for future investigation, but do not present any 

simulations in this work. 
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5. Summary and Recommendations 

In this thesis we have presented several situations in which Finite-Difference Time-

Domain methods can be applied to bioelectromagnetic and medical applications. Our 

investigations of the effects of polarization on microwave hyperthermia, magnetic 

shielding, and resonances caused by the presence of magnetic materials in biological 

tissues have demonstrated both strengths and weaknesses of FD-TD techniques when 

applied to these situations, and have introduced topics that merit future investigation. We 

simmiarize these findings in the rest of this section. 

In Chapter 2 we investigated the effects of polarization on attempts to focus 

microwave energy in a model of a human head. There is great difference in the 

distribution of absorbed microwave power between TE and TM polarizations. The TE 

polarization shows a greater depth of penetration, but the power is spread over a larger 

area. The TM polarization in general showed less depth of penetration, but the energy 

that did penetrate to the target region was better focused. Neither polarization is perfect 

individually. These results are largely the effect of dielectric shielding produced by the 

various concentric layers in the model of the head. 

The method we used to focus the microwave energy was a very simple technique 

called the Retro-Directive Array method. This technique is easy to implement, but 

achieves heating of the target region at the expense of heating other areas as well. Other, 

more sophisticated methods may exist to achieve heating of the target region while not 

heating other regions. We did not investigate such methods. These techniques, along 
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with methods that may combine both TE and TM polarizations, should be investigated if 

optimal heating is to be achieved. 

The FD-TD techniques we used to perform these simulations provided several 

benefits compared to other techniques. By exciting the head with a short pulse of energy, 

we were able to follow the pulse as it propagated through the various layers of the head. 

This revealed the dielectric shielding that took place, which had the effect of shielding the 

target region from much of the microwave energy. Additionally, the simplicity of the 

FD-TD techniques allowed us to quickly try many configurations without laborious 

solutions or matrix inversions that would be involved in a frequency domain or analytic 

approach. The wavelength of our microwaves and the size of the structures in our head 

model reduced the time and memory burdens of the computations to a minimum. 

In Chapter 3, we used a simple, non-dispersive model of magnetic materials to 

investigate magnetic shielding. In these simulations, we excited a thin magnetic shell by 

a nearly uniform, DC field. Several trends were demonstrated as we varied the thickness 

and parameters of the shell. As the permeability of the shell was increased, the magnetic 

field tended to concentrate within the shell, reducing the field inside the shell. Increasing 

the thickness of the shell also reduced the field within the shell. Adding loss to the shell 

attenuated the field as it passed through the shell, also reducing the strength of the field 

within the shell. 

With the confidence in our magnetic material model provided by the results of 

Chapter 3, we used this material model in Chapter 4 to investigate resonances established 
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when microwave energy was scattered by cylinders of me^etic material inside of 

biological tissue. Through the use of short pulses and FFT techniques, we identified 

resonance frequencies for a configuration with two magnetic cylinders oriented normal to 

the axis of propagation of the incident wave. When we excited the structures with CW 

radiation at this resonant frequency, the magnetic flux inside the cylinders demonstrated a 

large enhancement compared to free space. This enhancement decreased when we 

excited the structures away from the resonant frequency. This enhancement was 

reproducible even as the separation between the cylinders increased. The large size and 

long run times required by the FD-TD techniques in this chapter precluded us from 

conducting simulations at lower frequencies which might have stronger implications 

when considering the prevalent use of personal microwave devices such as cellular 

phones. 

The resonance characteristics demonstrated in this chapter may have important 

implications in humans, for magnetite has recently been detected in human brain tissue. 

Though the quantities detected are minute, they are large enough to experience forces 

when subjected to magnetic fields. Because many diseases can start with damage to a 

single cell, these resonance effects, which are subject to changes when the orientation and 

separation of the cylinders change, should be more fully investigated. 

As a final recommendation, we suggest that dispersive and non-linear models for 

magnetic materials be developed and incorporated into simulations such as these. These 

more complex, but more realistic, models have the ability to introduce intrinsic 
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resonances into the magnetic materials which can combine with the geometrically 

produced resonances exhibited in our simulations. We develop general update 

expressions in Appendix B, however the non-localization in space of cross product terais 

developed in these expressions introduces di£5culties that make implementing specific 

update equations di£5cult We were not able to develop stable specific equations at the 

time we investigated the resonance phenomena here. These dispersive models should be 

investigated as the biological community continues to find magnetite in human tissues. 
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APPENDICES 

A. ANALYSIS METHOD FOR THE CONSTRUCTION OF IRREGULAR 

SHAPES USING BASIC YEE CELLS 

A common problem encoimtered when using basic Yee cells to build a structure for 

FD-TD analysis is that the simplicity of the difference equations that are developed are 

traded for errors introduced by modelling curves and/or sharp angles with simple squares 

or cubes. In theory, as the discretization of the mesh is increased, these stair case errors 

are reduced. Alternatively, these errors, intrinsic to the geometry of the structures and the 

choice of the mesh shape, can be reduced (or enhanced) by the method used to build the 

structures. In this section we present a technique for building and analyzing such 

structures. The methods are simple, yet can be applied to structures of any shape in both 

two and three dimensions. 

To demonstrate, suppose we with to build a cylinder of one material inside of 

another. Example include dielectric embedded inside another, a ferrite cylinder within a 

dielectric as in Chapter 4, etc. For this example we will investigate the case of a 

dielectric cylinder surrounded by PEC. Assuming a two-dimensional TE configuration, 

values for the permittivity and conductivity can be specified for each wall of the cell, or 

can be specified in the interior of the cell. We will associate the parameters with the 

center of the cell, but will allow the x- and ^-components to assimie different values. The 

basic cell in such a mesh is described by Figure A. 1. 
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Figure A.1: 2DT£YeeCeU 

In this configuration, the magnetic field is associated with the ceil center, while the 

electric field is specified along the cell walls. Material parameters are associated with the 

center of each cell. The placement of the magnetic field component in the center of the 

cell is the intuitive choice. A curl of the surrounding electric field is easily visualized and 

implemented, and the material parameters associated with the boundary conditions for 

updating the electric fields are easily specified. 

Using such cells, we will now examine several different methods for building 

PEC-surrounded dielectric cylinders excited by magnetic filaments in the center of the 

cylinder. In doing so, an analysis method will be developed to help ensure symmetry. 

Four construction methods are presented. The Build-by-Cell algorithm is both intuitive 

and easy to implement, but provides unsatisfactory results when the symmetry of the 

problem is investigated. The Build-by-Comer method, a refinement of the Build-by-Cell 

method, shows no improvement. The Build-by-Wall method is slightly more 

complicated to implement, but produces more accurate results. Finally, the Alternate 

Build-by-Wall method, which more carefiilly assigns materials parameters to the cell 
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walls by paying strict attention to the cell walls that straddle two media, produces results 

that are comparable to the Build-by-Wall method. For our example, the results of the last 

two methods are comparable; for some problems, this may not be the case. 

The example we examine here is the problem of a dielectric cylinder surroimded by 

PEC. The cylinder construction algorithms that are developed each have a situation 

which is more smted to its application. The Build-by-Wall method is more suited for 

creating one or more cylinders of dielectric within a region of PEC or a complex material 

such as a ferrite, plasma, or other tensor material. The converse problem, the creation of 

a cylinder of PEC or complex tensor material inside a simple dielectric, is better suited 

for the Alternate Build-by-Wall method. For other configurations, such as a cylinder of 

one type of dielectric inside another, or one tensor material inside another, either method 

may be more acceptable. Such complex situations are not considered here. 

This example simulates the creation of a cylinder of purified water, 8^ = 80.0, 

a = 0.002036 S/m, within PEC. Our mesh size is chosen to be 250x250 cells. Using a 

cell size of Ax = Ay = 0.001m, and a fi«quency of 915 MHz, the resulting discretization is 

At» T/51. Let us now examine the various construction methods. 

A.I. Build-by-Cell Method 

The first method we examine is to build a cylinder by specifying the material 

parameters by complete cells. For example, suppose we wish to build a cylinder centered 

around a magnetic filamentary current source with a radius of four cells. The logical 

choice would seem to step through the mesh, examining each cell to see if it is within the 



radius of the desired cylinder. If it is within the cylinder, the material will be specified as 

dielectric; if not, the material will be specified as PEC. The code corresponding to this 

algorithm might look like the following: 
• 

DO 20 J=1,NY 
DO 10 1=1,NX 

R = SQRT{(I-(SCX+0.5))**2 + (J-SCY+0.5))**2) 
IF (R.LE.R_DIEL) THEN 

CALL FILLCELL(I,J,DIELECTRIC) 
ELSE 

CALL FILLCELLd, J,PEC) 
ENDIF 

10' CONTINUE 
20 CONTINUE 

where (SCXSCY) are the coordinates of the center of the cylinder, I and J step through 

the mesh indices, and FILLCELL is a routine that would stuff the appropriate material 

specification into locations (I,J) and (I,J+1) for the matrix corresponding to the *-

components of the matrix, and locations (I, J) and (I+1,J) for the matrix corresponding to 

the j'-components. These four components describe the material type for all four walls 

composing a complete cell. Note that one half cell is added to both the I and J, the x- and 

y- indices, when computing the distance from the center of the cell. This is done because 

the cell indices are referred to the lower left comer of the cell, but our current source is in 

the middle of the cell; the radius of the cylinder is being specified relative to the current 

source. 

If we proceed through the mesh in a linear fashion, the resulting material 

specifications are shown in Figure A.2. In the left panel, a bold line on the edge of a cell 

denotes dielectric and a thin line designates PEC, while in the right panel, a bold line 
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denotes PEC and a thin line dielectric. The cylinder has been drawn in for convenience. 

Figure A.2: Mesh Results for Cylinder Constructed with Build-by-Cell Method 

It is obvious by inspection that the cylinder "overhangs" the boundaries of the 

circle in Figure A.2. That is, some cell walls that cross the cylinder border and intrude 

into the PEC zone have been classified as dielectric. As a result, the PEC appears to have 

small cavities in it. This problem will be further addressed below. 

To analyze the consequences of this overhang, we now turn to the field update 

equations. For the update of each value of Hj, we numerically calculate the curl of the 

surroimding E field. To analyze the results of the mesh shown in Figure A.2, we turn to a 

"full cell analysis". In this analysis, we look at each cell in the mesh, beginning with the 

jc-components of the cell. If the /f component is surrounded by dielectric walls above and 

below, we call this cell a full cell and assign the cell a value of 1.0. If one side is 

dielectric and the other side PEC, we call this a half cell and assign the cell a value of 0.5. 
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If both sides are PEC (or other media), we call this cell a null cell and assign the cell a 

value of zero. Figure A.3 shows the results of this analysis applied to mesh of Figure 

A.I. The left panel analyzes the x-components, while the right panel analyzes the y-

components. One can see by inspection that very poor symmetry exists between the 

principal axes drawn through the center of the cylinder. 

When we draw horizontal, vertical, and diagonal axes through the values, we find 

that the Full Cell Diagram (FCD) exhibits horizontal symmetry for the jc-components, 

and vertical symmetry for the j'-components. Neither component exhibits any diagonal 

symmetry. The lines of synmietry that exist have been drawn into the diagram as heavy 

lines. The other principal axes have been drawn in as light, dashed lines. If we sum the 

values of the FCD for the x- and j'-components, creating a combined Full Cell Diagram 

(CFCD) that looks at the distribution in an average sense, we see that symmetry exists 

only on the diagonal shown in Figure A.4. 
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Figure A3: Full Cell Analysis for Build-by-Cell Method 
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Figure A.4: Combined Full Cell Diagram for Build-by-Cell Method 

This symmetry is directly reflected in the simulation results, shown in Section A.5. 

A.2. Build-by-Comer Method 

To reduce the problem of overhang seen in the previous section, the next logical 

step is to reduce the size of the element for which we assign material parameters in each 

comparison during the mesh building process. That is, for each mesh point, we only 

specify the values that correspond to that point, rather than a complete cell. This amounts 

to specifying half of a cell, the lower and left walls. The code corresponding to this 

algorithm might look like the following: 
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DO 20 J=1,NY 
DO 10 1=1,NX 

R=SQRT({I-(SCX+0.5) ) **2+(J-(SCY+0.5))**2) 
IF (R.LE.R_DIEL) THEN 

CALL FILLCORNERd, J, DIELECTRIC) 
ELSE 

CALL FILLCORNER(I,J,PEC) 
ENDIF 

10 CONTINUE 
20 CONTINUE 

where coordinates (SCX,SCY) again specify the center of the cylinder, indices I and J 

again step through the mesh, and FILLCORNER is a subroutine that would assign the 

appropriate material specifications into the matrices for thex- and j'-components for mesh 

point When a half cell is added to the indices to compute the distance of the mesh 

location firom the center of the cylinder, the mesh that is constructed is shown in Figure 

Figure A.5: Mesh Results for Cylinder Constructed with Build-by-Comer Method 
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We see by inspection that Figure A.5 is identical to Figure A.2. No improvement is 

seen by using this algorithm. If the mesh were traversed in a different direction, the 

resulting mesh would differ slightly from Figure A.5, but would still exhibit the same 

poor degree of symmetry. To determine an algorithm that will construct a better cylinder 

that achieves better symmetry, we approach the problem from the opposite direction. By 

constructing the "ideal" cylinder, we then develop an algorithm to produce this mesh. 

A3. Build-by-WaU Method 

We start by constructing an "ideal" cylinder, in which no cell edges from the 

dielectric protrude in to the PEC region. This construction is shown in Figure A.6. The 

corresponding FCDs are shown in Figure A.7. 
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Figure A.6: Ideal Mesh Results for Build-by-Wall Method 
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Figure A.7: Full Cell Analysis for Build-by-Wall Method 

We see in Figiire A.7 that both the x- and j'-components exhibit both horizontal and 

vertical symmetry, but neither exhibit any diagonal symmetry. The CFCD for this 

method, however, shows symmetry on all principal axes. This is shown in Figure A.8. 

Figure A.8: Combined Full Cell Diagram for Build-by-Wall Method 
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In essence, the cylinder is symmetric in an average sense with respect to the x- and y-

components. 

To construct this ideal cylinder, the most direct method is to step through the mesh, 

examining each wall segment individually. If and only if both ends of a wall segment lie 

within the cylinder radius, the wall segment is classified as being dielectric. If either or 

both ends fall outside of the cylinder diameter, PEC is assigned. This can be 

accomplished quite efficiently using code similar to the following: 

DO 20 J=1,NY 
DO 10 1=1,NX 

R=SQRT((I-(SCX+0.5))**2+{J-(SCY+G.5)) * * 2 )  
RI=SQRT({I+l-(SCX+0.5))**2+(J-(SCY+0.5))**2) 
RJ=SQRT((I-(SCX+0.5))**2+(J+1-(SCY+O.5))**2) 
IF ((R.LE.R_DIEL).AND.(RI.LE.R_DIEL)) THEN 
CALL FILLXSEG(I,J,DIELECTRIC) 

ELSE 
CALL FILLXSEGd, J,PEC) 

ENDIF 
IF ({R.LE.R_DIEL).AND.(RJ.LE.R_DIEL)) THEN 

CALL FILLYSEGCI,J,DIELECTRIC) 
ELSE 
CALL FILLYSEG(I,J,PEC) 

ENDIF 
10 CONTINUE 
20 CONTINUE 

where coordinates (SCX,SCY) again specify the center of the cylinder, indices I and J 

again step through the mesh, and FILLXSEG and FILLYSEG are subroutines that assign 

the appropriate material specifications into the matrices for the x- and j'-components, 

respectively, for mesh point (I,J). 

Similar results could be obtained with a Build-by-Cell approach in which the 

distance of all comers of each ceil are calculated and compared to the cylinder radius. If 
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the center of the cells are used to compute the distance from the center rather than the 

lower left comers, the entire cylinder will experience "overhang" and the resulting 

cylinder will have a diameter of one cell width greater than the desired cylinder diameter. 

A.4. Alternate Build-by-Wall Method 

A close examination of Figure A.6 shows that the outer region, PEC in this 

example, appears to have small cavities in some regions. In an attempt to more closely 

model the actual physics of the problem under simulation, we may want to remove the 

wall segments that give rise to these cavities through a more complicated code that more 

closely examines the cells that cross the cylinder boundary that divides the dielectric and 

PEC (the circle in the above figures). In this method, any wall segment that lies 

completely within the circle will be assigned as dielectric. Additionally, any wall 

segment that overhangs the cylinder boundary will be assigned as dielectric if the 

perpendicular wall segments extending from the end of the segment under examination 

that lies within the cylinder also lie completely within the cylinder. That is, for an 

x-directed segment that overhangs the cylinder boimdary, if the two I'-directed segments 

that touch the inner end of the x-directed segment are both completely within the cylinder 

radius, then the x-directed segment will also be assigned as dielectric. Assiuning that a 

background of PEC has already been assigned everywhere in the mesh, the code for the 

method just described might look like the following: 
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DO 20 J=1,NY 
DO 10 1=1,NX 

0********* Compute basic radii 
R=SQRT((I-(SCX+0.5))**2+(J-(SCY+O.5))**2) 
RI=SQRT((I+l-(SCX+0.5))**2+{J-(SCY+0.5) ) **2) 
RJ=SQRT((I-{SCX+0.5))**2+{J+1-(SCY+0.5) ) **2) 

c********* Fill X-values with no overhang 
IF {(R.LE.RAD).AND.(RI.LE.RAD)) THEN 

CALL FILLXSEG(I,J,DIELECTRIC) 
ENDIF 

c********* Fill Y-values with no overhang 
IF ((R.LE.RAD).AND.(RJ.LE.RAD)) THEN 

CALL FILLYSEG(I,J,DIELECTRIC) 
ENDIF 

c********* Fill any needed X-values with overhang 
IF ((R.GT.RAD).AND.(RI.LE.RAD)) THEN 

RO=SQRT{(I+l-(SCX+0.5))**2+(J-1-(SCY+0.5))* * 2 )  
R T = S Q R T ( ( I + l - ( S C X + 0 . 5 ) ) * * 2 + ( J + 1 - ( S C Y + 0 . 5 ) ) * * 2 )  
IF ((RO.LE.RAD).AND.(RT.LE.RAD)) THEN 
CALL FILLXSEG(I,J,DIELECTRIC) 

ENDIF 
ENDIF 
IF ((R.LE.RAD).AND.(RI.GT.RAD)) THEN 

RO=SQRT((I-(SCX+0.5))**2+(J-1-(SCY+O.5))**2) 
R T = S Q R T ( ( I - ( S C X + 0 . 5 ) ) * * 2 + ( J + l - ( S C Y + 0 . 5 )  )  * * 2 )  
IF ((RO.LE.RAD).AND.(RT.LE.RAD)) THEN 

CALL FILLXSEGd, J, DIELECTRIC) 
ENDIF 

ENDIF 
c********* Fill any needed Y-values with overhang 

IF ((R.GT.RAD).AND.(RI.LE.RAD)) THEN 
RO=SQRT((I-l-(SCX+0.5))**2+(J+l-(SCY+0.5))**2) 
RT=SQRT((I+l-(SCX+0.5))**2+(J+1-(SCY+0.5))**2) 
IF ((RO.LE.RAD).AND.(RT.LE.RAD)) THEN 

CALL FILLYSEG(I,J,DIELECTRIC) 
ENDIF 

ENDIF 
IF ((R.LE.RAD).AND.(RI.GT.RAD)) THEN 

RO=SQRT((I-l-(SCX+0.5))**2+(J-(SCY+O.5))**2) 
RT=SQRT((I+l-(SCX+0.5))**2+(J-(SCY+O.5))**2) 
IF ((RO.LE.RAD).AND.(RT.LE.RAD)) THEN 
CALL FILLYSEG(I,J,DIELECTRIC) 

ENDIF 
ENDIF 

10 CONTINUE 
20 CONTINUE 
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where coordinates (SCX,SCY) again specify the center of the cylinder, RAD is the 

cylinder radius, indices I and J again step through the mesh, and FILLXSEG and 

FILLYSEG e^ain assign the appropriate material specifications into the matrices for the 

X- and j'-components, respectively, for each mesh point (I,J). 

The results of building by this method are shown in Figure A.9. Figure A. 10 shows 

the FCD, and Figure A. 11 the CFCD for the Alternate Build-by-Wall method. In these 

diagrams, we see the same symmetries we saw for the Build-by-Wall method. The 

diagrams difTer slightly in exact values, but the same symmetries are there. The best of 

the two methods is dictated by which region, the dielectric or the PEC, is to be 

emphasized. 
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Figure A.9: Mesh Diagram for Alternate Build-by-Wall Method 
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Figure A.11: Combined Full Cell Diagram for Alternate Build-by-Wall Method 
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A.5. Comparison of Results 

In this section, we present the results of the simulations outlined in Section A when 

performed using the cylinder construction methods of Sections A.1- A.4. The figures that 

follow show contour plots of the average power absorbed per unit cell of a dielectric 

cylinder with high relative permittivity and low conductivity, approximating purified 

water. The source is a magnetic filament located at (125,125) in a cylinder with a radius 

of 115 cells. Ideally, we would expect to see concentric rings extending from the center 

of the cylinder. 

Figure A. 12 shows the steady state average power absorbed per cell in a dielectric 

cylinder built using the Build-by-Cell method. The average power has been calculated 

over several periods based on the *- and >>-components of the electric field surrounding 

the cell and the conductivity associated with the center of the cell. That is, for each cell, 

the power has been calculated using a method similar to the following expression 

where N is the number of time steps A/ per period T and m is the number of periods over 

which the power has been averaged. Note that the patches that don't conform to the ideal 

concentric rings are actually symmetrical about the same diagonal axis as in the CFCD of 

Figure A.4. 

A.1 
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Figure A.13 shows the average power absorbed in a cylinder built using the 

Build-by-Wall method. Figure A. 14 shows the same for a cylinder built using the 

Alternate Build-by-Wall method. Note that the non-concentric patches are symmetric 

over all principal axes and are more narrow than in the Build-by-Cell results. The 

symmetry exhibited by the non-concentric patches is not surprising, since the CFCDs that 

describe these problems also show symmetry with respect to the same axes. This means 

that the simulator is producing fields that, while not ideally concentric, are symmetrical 

with respect to the principal axes as we designed them to be in Figure A.8 and Figure 

A.11. In all of these contour plots, the contours near the outside of the cylinder 

correspond to power levels only approximately 30dB down fit>m the mayimum value in 

the center. These levels are significant. Therefore, the more symmetrical results of the 

Build-by-Wall method and Alternate Build-by-Wall method are more desirable. 

As demonstrated, the accuracy and symmetry of the simulation results directly 

correspond to the symmetry of the constructed meshes. The key in constructing the 

cylinders is to think of the cells and the associated material parameters as being 

constructed of wall segments, not points or entire cells. 
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Figure A.12: Time Average Steady State Power for Build-by-Cell Method 
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Figure A.13: Time Average Steady State Power for Build-by-Wall Method 
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Figure A.14: Time Average Steady State Power for Alternate 
Build-by-Wall Method 
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B. DEVELOPMENT OF GENERAL 2D FD-TD FIELD UPDATE EQUATIONS 

FOR LINEARLY DISPERSIVE MAGNETIC MATERIALS, TM 

POLARIZATION 

In some instances it is desirable to model magnetic materials with a more exact 

model that includes magnetic dispersion rather than the simple linear model used in 

Chapter 4. This is simple in theory, but di£5cult in practice. In the following discussion, 

we derive general FD-TD update equations for a fully saturated, single domain 

ferromagnetic material. Following the development, we discuss the difficulties 

encoimtered when implementing the general equations into specific FD-TD simulator 

update equations. 

When a ferrite material is biased by a static magnetic field, the material becomes 

non-reciprocal. When this occurs, the anisotropic, specifically gyrotropic, properties 

become evident. In general, the magnetic flux density and the magnetic field in such a 

material are related in the frequency domain as 

where fi(©) is a tensor describing the permeability of the material. If the biasing field, 

ass\mied here to be in the z direction, is strong enough to magnetically saturate the 

material, the tensor takes on the form 

5(0)) = H((B)- HQo) B.1 

r^((B) -7K(<D) 0 

A(©) K®) 0 
0 0 1 

B.2 
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where fi(oi)) and k(o)), called the Polder formulas, describe the directional dependencies 

of this tensor relationship [31]. 

Two general approaches have been used to convert equations B.l and B.2 to 

expressions that can be used in FD-TD simulations. In the first approach, the expressions 

are converted to the time domain through a convolution [41,42]. Although methods have 

been developed to reduce the computational burden required by the convolution, the end 

equations are not simple and are computationally expensive. 

A more direct approach to modelling ferrite materials is to work with Maxwell's 

equations directly in the time domain. As described by Kittel [43] and Bloembergen 

[31], the magnetization and magnetic field quantities of fiilly saturated ferrites are related 

through Gilbert's equation of motion 

where y is called the gyromagnetic ratio (see Bloembergen for a discussion of the physics 

involved [31]). Using this relationship, we can now write Maxwell's equations for a 

soiirceless, lossless, single-domain ferromagnetic material as 

BJ 

V x H  =  d , D  

V x E = - d B  -d,B 
B.4 

where 

B = ,tXH+a) 

Using the development of Okoniewski and Okoniewska [44], we define 
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H = H ^  
B.6 

M  —  + f n  

where is the constant biasing magnetic field, h is the transient magnetic field 

strength, is the saturation magnetization, and m is the transient magnetization. 

Throughout the rest of this derivation and the simulations that follow, H,, and are 

assiuned to be in the z-direction. That is, = Hf,z and . 

When we substitute (B.5) and (B.6) into (B.4), we have 

Because and are both constant and constrained to the z-axis, they have no curl, 

cross product, or time derivative. So, 

B.7 

V X = 0 

X = 0 B.8 

The resulting equations are 
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4 £ = - V x A  
e 

+ X E 

B.9 

The analysis can be simplified even further if we assume 

M .  » f h  
a L Ht »h 

These assmnptions are easily justified. Without a strong bias field, any ferrite 

resonance effects will occur at frequencies far below those of interest with the small 

cylinders as used in the simulations of Chapter 4. Additionally, most applications that 

exploit ferrite properties use strong bias fields. The assumptions of (B.IO) have the effect 

of reducing this general three-dimensional problem to two dimensions if we treat the 

magnetic structures as being long and thin, and the sources as perfect filaments. These 

idealizations all spatial derivatives with respect to z to be identically equal to zero, since 

the bias fields are treated as constants. 

Using the assimiptions of (B.IO), we are left with the reduced set of equations 

d,E = -Vxh 
s 

B.11 
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If we substitute the second equation of (B.ll) into the third, we can write (B. 11) as 

s 

+ y [h^ X = y(M, x h)"*' B.12 

^y[m, X = --(Vx £)"*' -y(mx ' 
M o  

where the time steps associated with the needed quantities have been added. In (B.12), 

we have kept M and H together in time in accordance with the constitutive relationship 

of(B.5). 

The results derived above can easily be extended to the more general case of 

allowing conductive losses. When included, the electric field update term in (B.12) 

changes slightly. The final set of equations become 

+ — = i v x A " * ^  
e £ 

X X A)"' B.13 

=-i(Vx£)"' -y(mx fl.r 
M o  

When actually implementing (B.13), the electric field would be updated first, 

followed by the magnetization and magnetic strength fields, respectively. Second order 

accuracy in space must be preserved in addition to the second order accuracy in time for 

reliable results. Preserving this spatial accuracy is no trivial matter, however. 

For a typical cell such as the one shown in Figure B.l, we see that because of the 
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placement of the fields within the cell, the cross product terms of (B.13) will cause non-

localization in space. For example, in the time update for nty, the cross product between 

Hf) and ntx and the cross product between Mx and Hx are required. However, the result 

will not reside at the same location in space as my. None of the quantities involved in the 

cross products produce a resiilt that resides where it is needed for the corresponding 

update equation. Spatial averaging of the restilting quantities is necessary. At the present 

time, we are not sure which method of spatial avenging, while still maintaining second 

order accuracy in time, is the best This matter requires more investigation and is left as a 

fixture direction. 

I e(i,j),o(i, 
1 m^Hb 

E,( 

e(i.j).o(ij), 
> 

•(ij) 

®x(i0) 

Figure B.l: 2D TM Yee Cell with Magnetization Fields 
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